What's all the
chatter about?

www.airtechniques.com/scanx-chatter

Don't compromise when it comes to digital imaging. ScanX is the only digital radiography
system that offers you efciency without compromise. Choose a system that ts your individual
workow needs.
ScanX is available in 7 variations and can be your single source for digital imaging or a
complementary system to your existing solution. This versatile system utilizes PSP technology
which features many benets to your patients and staff. Most ScanX systems offer multiple slots
for efficient workflow.
The new view series of scanners feature WiFi allowing ScanX to be easily integrated into an
existing network. Multiple scan jobs can be simultaneously requested from different stations.
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ScanX Top 5
ADVANTAGES
1. All Intraoral Formats
ScanX Digital Imaging Systems are efficient and
provides the user with time-saving digitization of
PSPs in all intraoral formats, sizes 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4.

2. Capture Up To 30% More
ScanX PSPs provide a larger image area then the
leading sensor. They enable you to capture more
mesial-distal information and never miss a root tip or
distal cusp.

3. Fewer Retakes*
ScanX is pediatric approved! PSP technology gives
you more exibility with smaller mouths. These
wireless, flexible, and durable plates are easy to place
and more comfortable for your patients.

4. 100% Active Image Area
ScanX PSPs help you to never miss important
structures, thanks to the larger diagnostic area and a
100% active area. Your images will enable you to make
reliable and sound treatment diagnoses.

5. Easier Diagnosis
The level of detail & clarity achieved by ScanX PSPs is
superior to that of X-Ray lm and other PSP systems.

*25% of dental offices using wired sensors do 4 or more retakes each day:
85% do at least 1 retake each day. PennWell survey (n=1,338): April 2013
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30X
THinner
Capture
30X More
ScanX PSPs - A Better Fit
ScanX digital sensors are so thin & flexible they’ll fit patients wired sensors don’t.
The level of detail and clarity achieved by ScanX PSPs is superior to that of X-Ray
lm and other PSP systems. Your images will enable you to make reliable and
sound treatment diagnoses.

Wireless
Flexible
Durable
Reusable Hundreds of Times
No Annual Insurance
Easier to Position
Available in all Intraoral Sizes 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4
Integrated Erasure Function | PSP is immediately ready to
be reused
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Pediatric
APPROVED!

“ SCANX SWIFT VIEW
IS ONE SMALL STEP
FOR YOUR TEAM;
ONE GIANT
DIAGNOSTIC IMAGE
CAPTURED.”
Mark Cannon, DDS

CLICK HERE
To Read full "peer to peer" Article

CLICK HERE
To View Pediatric Dentist, Jeanine Pistilli
Talk About Her Experience with ScanX
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Schedule a Demo or
Consultation
Receive an in-office demonstration or consultation and get a
first-hand look at how seamlessly ScanX can fit into your current
work-flow. No need to upgrade your X-ray equipment or practice
management software. ScanX digital imaging systems make
taking digital X-rays as easy as 1-2-3.

Click to Schedule

connect with us

